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Laser-induced "two-atom" coherence
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Our analysis shows that if an electromagnetic field excites a coherent superposition of states of
two different types of atoms, then the results of a collision of those two atoms can be quite different
from the usual dephasing that a coherently excited atom suffers upon collision with another atom.
We present the concept of "two-atom" coherence as one feature of this interaction where the field
of a given wavelength may interact with the system coherently over a wide range of internuclear dis-
tances.

It is known that the coherence in single or multiphoton
interactions of coherent radiation with isolated atoms is
destroyed by collisions with other atoms (one-atom sys-
tem). This study shows the existence of a new coherent
effect in the two-photon interaction of coherent radiation
with RtoIIls undcl go1ng biIlRry co111s1ons: laser-induced
"two-atom" coherence. In this effect, the dephasing ef-
fects in the two-atom system caused by their collisional
interaction are eliminated, thus allowing the electrornag-
netic field to interact coherently with the system over a
wide range of interatomic distances.

The basic idea here is as follows. ' %C have found,
theoretically, that if a single electromagnetic field excites
coherent superpositions of states of two different types of
Rt0111s, tllcn tllc 1csillts of R collls1011 of tllosc two Rtoiils is
something quite different from the usual dephasing that a
coherently excited atom suffers upon collision with an
unexcited partner or one excited but from a different
source of excitation. The results of such a collision are ex-
pected to show many distinctive and interesting features
resulting from interferences that are possible because the
relative phases of the excitation of the two individual
atoms are traceable to a single common reference, the field
at t=O.

One feature of this effect, which we present in this pa-
per, arises in a process where both atoms initially in their
ground states end up excited as a result of the collision-
radiative interactions (two-photon radiative collision).
In the process, the mell-known dephasing due to the col-
11s1on becomes Iniens1ty and detunlng modulated. Th1s al-
lows for the control of the phase of the final product state
relative to that of the initial product state. In fact, by ap-
propriate choice of parameters this phase difference can
be eliminated completely for a wide range of internuclear
separations (phase resonance), and the process behaves as
a two-atom coherent interaction. Our results show, as ex-

pected, that when these conditions are achieved, the ab-
sorption cross secti.on of the colhd1rg system enjoys Rn

enhancement.
Although the possibility of multiphoton radiative col-

lisions has been previously suggested, it is only recently
that experimental and theoretical efforts have dealt with
it. During the collision of Ba and Tl ground-state atoms,
two photons were absorbed from a single electromagnetic
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FIG. 1. (a) Simplified schematic showing the field-atom in-

teraction in the case of one-atom system. The field produces a
coherent superposition of states of atom A only. (b) Simplified
schematic showing the field-atom interaction in the case of two-

atom system. The field produces a coherent superposition of
states of atoms A and B.

field which resulted in the simultaneous excitation of both
atoms. The results of this experiment were analyzable in
tcr111s of R otic-Rtoill system wllci'c Ollly oilc of tllc Rtonls
is coherently driven by the electromagnetic field as shown
in Fig. 1(a). In our previous work' we showed that the
two-photon radiative collision is much richer than this
simple picture since the two atoms can be simultaneously
driven by the electromagnetic field as shown in Fig. 1(b).

In this paper we present detailed numerical studies of
the absolute 11nc shape Rncl cI'oss scct1on, thc11 dependence
on the intensity of the radiation, and give an explanation
of the effect in terms of two-atom coherence. We find
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that the absorption line shape of the two-atom system ex-
hibits intensity-induced shifts in contrast to that of the
one-atom case. The line shape of the former exhibits sym-
metry accompanied by an enhancement of the peak of the
cross section at intensities where the phase difference be-
tween the initial and final scattering states goes through
zero (phase resonance).

We consider the collision of atoms A and B in their
ground states j Oa & and

j
ob }in the presence of the radia-

tion field e=Eocos(cot) which does not resonate with any
of the transitions in either atom. We are interested in the
process where both atoms emerge from the interaction ex-
cited to j

la & and j
lb &, respectively. Consider first the

case where the field coherently interacts only with atom A
as shown in Fig. 2(a) (one-atom system). The state vector
of the system is taken to be of the form

j P(t) }=ao(t) j Oa } j
Ob &+a i(t) j

la & j
Ob }e px(icoti)

+az(t) j 2a & j Ob }exp[i(coi+coz)t]

+a3(t) j la & j
lb }exp[i(eoi+t03)t],

ig

&a

where u1 ——E1, m2 ——E2 —E1~, and ~3——EII,. In the pro-
cess the initial state j

Oa & j Ob & is virtually excited by the
electromagnetic field to the state j la& job&, which in
turn is virtually excited by the electromagnetic field to the

»nally a collisional transfer from

j 2a & j
05 & «j la & j

15 & nearly conserves the over»1 en-

ergy for the transition [Fig. 2(b)]. The time-dependent
Schrodinger equation of this system gives the following
coupled equations for the time-dependent coefficients:

tea 0 =
iizigEoexp(lait�)a

i

6ff
=ipigEoexp( —t kit )ao+t p~Eoexp(i +zt )az y

=i@~Eoexp( i h—zt )a i +iVz exp(id Ot )ay,

daz =i Vz exp( —i hot )az,

where b, i ——coi —to, Az ——coz —co, do ——roz —coz, p;„is the
matrix element of the dipole moment p;, of atom A in
units of fi, and Vz is the matrix element
{la j {iSj V», j2a& jOb}rX.

It is to be noted that in this interaction the electromag-
netic field excites a coherent superposition of states of
atom A, while the collision results in the excitation of
states of atom 8. This system of four coupled levels can
be reduced, using the adiabatic approximation, to an ef-
fective two-level system comprised of the initial and final
states of amplitudes ao and az, respectively:

Qo
+i(b Eo+bzE0)ao icoEOVzexp——(i5t)

joa&
ATOM A

jOb&

+ib3 Vza3 ic3EOVze——xp(i5t), (2)
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FIG. 2. (a) Partial energy-level diagram showing the relevant
levels, transitions, and detunings for the case of one-atom sys-
tem. In this case the field excites only atom A directly. (b) Set
of simplified energy levels showing the sequence of interactions
for the case of one atom interacting with the field. The straight
arrows represent photon absorption while the curved arrows
repxesent state changes due to coHisions.

where b and c are functions of the various detunings
and 5=5i+Az+50 is the detuning from exact resonance.

It is also to be noted that the ground state is Stark shift-
ed by the amount b'iEO+bzEO which over the time of
collision for long pulses can be taken to be flat. On the
other hand, the final state is collisionally shifted by an
amount b3Vz which depends on the internuclear separa-
tion R and, hence, on time since Vz is a function of R. It
is often helpful in discussing such collisions to view the
overall interaction in terms of transitions between the lev-
els of a quasimolecule formed during the time of col-
lisions. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the interatomic po-
tential in this model. The lower level corresponds to the
state joa &

job�

& and is constant for all R. The upper lev-
el corresponds to the state j la&

j
lb} and is strongly

curved at small R. The two levels are seen to be two-
photon resonant until R becomes small enough that the
upper level begins to curve. This is the usual "dephasing"
associated with collisional interactions. The transition
probability of the process in the weak-field limit is given
by' 1
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the interatomic potential as a function

of R, the internuclear distance, for the one-atom system.
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with

2 2 2 2
& P1~Pz~P1~

[~i(~i+~z)]'
(4)

G G

8
G 0
8

'P2~P 1af2 2 2

where R =b +U t is the square of the internuclear dis-
tance, u is the relative velocity, and b is the impact pararn-
eter. Note that 61+62 is the two-photon detuning in
atoms. The detuning 5=-Ai+A2+Ap is the detuning in
the overall process. Note that the validity of Eq. (1) re-
quires

P 1A E0 P2A +0 P2A E0 ~2 fl P2AP18

b, i
'

h2
'

~
hi+52~

'
6p 4mep

Now we consider the case where both atoms are
coherently driven by the electromagnetic field as shown i~
Fig. 4(a) (two-atom system). The state vector of the sys-
tern is taken to be of the form

g(t) —-- ~Oa)
~

Qb) ap(t)+
~

Qa)
~

lb) exp(iai3t)ai(t)

+
~

la)
~

Ob)exp(icoit)ap(t)

—,~2a) ~ob)exp[i(~, +~,)t]a2(t)

+ I
la &

I
lb)exp[i(~i+~3)t]ai")

In the process, the initial state
~

Qa )
~

Ob ) is virtually ex-
cited by the electromagnetic field to the state

~

Oa )
~

lb ).
A virtual collision then transfers the excitation from

~

Oa)
~

lb) to the state
~

la) ~Ob) which in turn gets vir-
tually excited by the electromagnetic field to

~

2a )
~

Ob ).
Finally a collisional transfer from

~

2a )
~

Ob ) to

FIG. 4. (a) Partial energy-level diagram showing the relevant
levels, transitions, and detunings for the two-atom case. In this
case the field simultaneously excites atoms A and 8 directly. (b)
Set of simplified energy levels showing the sequence of interac-
tions for the case of both atoms interacting with the field.

~

la)
~

lb) nearly conserves the overall energy for the
transition [Fig. 4(b)]. The time-dependent Schrodinger
equation gives the following coupled equations for the
time-dependent coefficients:

dQ0

dt
=ipiIiEpexp(i 5', t )a, ,

do 1

dt
=iplBEpexp( —i+it )ap+ i Vi exp( —i Apt )a2,

dt
- =ivi exp(i apt)ai+ip~Epexp(t /2t)a2

da2 = i ppg Ep exp( —i k~t)a 2+ i V2 exp( —t Apt )a 3,dt

da3

dt
iV2 exp(i hpt )a-2
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In contrast to the one-atom case, the electromagnetic
field here excites a coherent superposition of states of
atoms 3 and 8. This system of five coupled levels can be
reduced again using the adiabatic approximation to an ef-
fective two-level system comprised of the initial and final
states of amplitudes ap and a3, respectively:

0
+iSiop=CpEpVi V2exp(i5t)a3

oo 2
=4(x Ep I R cos f (C'R 5—)dt dt, (8)

R p)g
2 2

A,

~ P2AP1B/~P ~ +POP1BP1A /~0

ttP=PiB/~i(~O —~i) .

(10)

Note that the validity of Eqs. (6) and (7) requires in addi-
tion to the above conditions

V iaEo Vi A pw pie
2 2

'
b,p 4~e'p R'b, p

'
~i '

5p Ihp —b, ',
I

'
&p~2

with

Q3

dt
+iSza3 C4EpV; V——2exp( i5t—)ap,
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FIG. 5. Schematic of the interatomic potential as a function
of 8, the internuclear distance, for the two-atom case.

S~ ——b ~Eo+b2Eo V~ +b3Eo V~, S2 ——b4 V2,

where 5=6,i+52 —6p —Ap is the detuning from exact
resonance and the coefficients b; and c; depend on the
various detunings and the dipole-moment matrix ele-
ments.

It is to be noted that the ground state is Stark shifted by
the amount b, Ep, and also shifted by a new type of shift
b2EpVi+b3EpV, . The final state, on the other hand, is
only collisionally shifted in this model by an amount
b4V2 Figure 5.shows a schematic of the interatomic po-
tential in this case. Unlike the previous case, the lower
level is now curved as well. This additional shift depends
on intensity and can therefore be adjusted so that the two
levels remain parallel even at small R. The transition
probability, when the atoms interact via the dipole-dipole
interaction is

The cross sections for the two processes are derived
from

I
as( 00 ) by integrating over the impact parameter

0 —2 tr I I
0 3 pdp. The above expressions for

Ia3(oo)
I

were numerically integrated using cautious
adaptive Romberg extrapolation. Since it is necessary to
integrate over time and square the result before integrat-
ing over impact parameter, two versions of a one-
dirnensional working algorithm, though common, were
employed. The computes codes were part of a library
leased from IMSL, Inc. No attempt was made to average
over a thermal velocity distribution as this would have
greatly increased cost and would not have altered the basic
physics. Previous workers analyzing a one-photon radia-
tive collision in this approximation have shown that the
maximum cross section is underestimated by about 50%.

Although we have used a one-frequency source in the
derivation of the effect, one can easily show that the same
expressions are valid in the case of a two-frequency source
of fixed phase difference provided that the wavelengths
are sufficiently different. In our numerical calculations
we have used a two-frequency interaction because it allows
more freedom in choosing realistic conditions.

In the numerical calculations we took the following
values: p~~ ——1.25 a.u. , p~ ——0.25 a.u. , p ~~ ——5 a.u. ,
Ao ———6000 crn ', A~ ——SOOO cm ', and 52 ———9000
cm '. With these numerical values, the quantity C' goes
to zero at laser intensity Ip 4.34 GW/cm . Desp——ite the
rather sizable value of intensity, the quantity
(pz4/piq) (hp/hp)=0. 03. It is this parameter which
measures the validity of the weak-field limit approxima-
tion and which we require to be && 1.

We start by describing the results of the one-atom case.
The intensity dependence of the response enters only
through the factor Ep which gives a quadratic dependence
on the intensity. This factor results from the two-photon
nature of the process. The absolute line shape is shown in
Fig. 6. The peak of the response occurs at 5=0, that is,
when the atoms are at infinite internuclear separa-
tions. 3

%e now describe the results of the two-atom case. In
this case the intensity dependence is far more involved.
Figures 7(a)—7(e) give the line shape of the two-collision
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FIG. 6. Line shape of the one-atom case, at laser intensity

I=4.34 G%/cm .
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FIG. 8. Line shift as a function of the laser intensity in the

tvvo-atom case.
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case at laser intensities 1.02, 1.87, 2.68, 4.34, and 8.84
GW/cm, respectively. These figures show that as the in-
tensity rises from 1.02 GW/cm, the asymmetry on the
red wing becomes less pronounced. At intensity Io ——4.34
GW/cm the line shape becomes completely symmetric
indicating what we call intensity-induced symmetry (phase
resonance). As the intensity rises to a value above the in-
tensity that produces the phase resonance, the line shape
becomes again asymmetric, dcvcloping a Muc wing.

It is to be noted that the line shape exhibits a shift as
the intensity of the radiation is varied. The shift of the
peak of the response is plotted as a function of intensity in
Fig. 8 for values around the value Io (at phase resonance).
The shift is found to be linear at small intensities and also
linear in the neighborhood of Io. At intensities larger
than Io, the shift becomes a nonlinear function of the in-
tensity. Only at phase resonance does the response peak at
5=0, that is, occurs when the atoms are at infinite inter-

nuclear separations (R„).At intensities different from
Io, the resonance occurs at 5+0, that is, at finite internu-
clear scparatlons.

The cross section of the two-collision case was also
studied as a function of the intensity of the laser. The
peak of the absolute cross section is shown in Fig. 9. At
higher intensities the cross section continues to rise, while
at lowcI' intcnsitics, the cross section vamshcs. FlguI'c 10
gives the peak of the intensity-normalized cross section
oo/I as a function of intensity in the neighborhood of Io.
It shows that the cross section exhibits the phase reso-
nance. Below I=1.3X10 W/cm the normalized cross
section approaches a constant value as the intensity de-
creases, while above I=6&(109 W/cm, the cross section
continues to decrease as the intensity increases. Finally,
Fig. 11 gives the ratio of the peak of the cross section for
the two-atom case at phase resonance to that of the one-
atom case as a function of the minimum impact parame-
ter. The figure shows the enhancement resulting from the
interaction at small impact parameters duc to the phase
i'esoilance. Tllls cail be understood by Iecalllilg tllat 'tlM

one-collision case suffers dephasing such that collisions
occurring at impact parameters less than the well-known
Weisskopf radius do not contribute to the cross section.
For the constants used in our example, this quantity is
calculated to be 6.2 A. For the two-atom case, this dc-
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FIG. 7. I.ine shape of the two-atom case at laser intensities,

(a) 1.02 GW/cm, (b) 1.87 GW/crn, (c) 2.68 GW/cm, (d) 4.34
G%'/cm, (e) 8.84 G%/cm .

iNTENSrTY (GW/cm ')
FIG. 9. Peak of the cross section as a function of the laser in-

tensity for the two-atom case.
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FIG. 10. Intensity-normalized peak of the cross section oo/I

plotted as a function of intensity for the two-atom case showing
the phase-resonance effect.

TWO-ATO)C SYSTEM FINAL

FIG. 12. Schematic of the coherent two-atom system (at
phase resonance) showing the effective relevant energy levels.
The interatomic potentials of the initial and final states are
parallel, thus allowing a single-'frequency radiation to interact
with it over a wide range of interatomic distances. The absorp-
tion of the system occurs at u=(u~+m3)/~.
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FIG. 11. Peak of the cross section for the two-atom case (at

phase resonance) divided by that of the one-atom case as a func-
tion of the minimum impact parameter used in the calculation.

phasing is effectively canceled when phase resonance is
achieved allowing smaller impact parameters to contribute
to the cross section. The result is the dramatic increase,
shown in Fig. 11, in the ratio of the two cross sections
when the integration over impact parameters includes the
region closer than 6 A.

The results of the two-atom case can also be understood
by examining the energy nonconserving nature of some of
the interactions. When energy nonconserving steps are in-
volved in atomic interactions, energy shifts in the partici-
pating energy levels occur. The familiar ac Stark shift in-
troduced in two-photon interactions of an electromagnetic
field with a three-level system with a nonresonant inter-
mediate state is one example of these energy nonconserv-
ing effects. The van der Waals energy shift is another ex-
ample of these effects where two atoms interact through
their long-range dipole-dipole interaction via an energy
nonconserving process.

In the present process we have both effects: energy
nonconserving electromagnetic interactions and energy
nonconserving collisional interactions occurring simul-
taneously in one sequence. As a result, a mixed intensity-
induced collisional shift is introduced. This shift is

equivalent to a van der Waals shift with an intensity
modulated C6. In Eq. (8), C' is an intensity modulated C6
for the present process.

The phase of the final scattering state relative to the ini-
tial scattering state is the argument of the cosine in Eq.
(8). The phase difference at R = ao is 5t which is con-
trolled by the frequency of the laser excitation. At finite
R, the phase is further controlled by the laser intensity,
i.e., by controlling O'. By choosing the detunings appear-
ing in C appropriately, the intensity-induced shift can be
chosen to have the opposite sign of the pure collisional
shift, allowing for possible cancellation. Finally, for laser
pulses which change very little during the collision (i.e.,
long pulses compared to the time of collision) complete
cancellation of the collisional shift can be achieved by
choosing the appropriate laser intensity, thus achieving
phase resonance for all internuclear separations and,
hence, all times.

In the above numerical example, C' becomes zero at
laser intensity Io ——4.34 GW/cm . This is the intensity at
which phase resonance occurs. The situation where C' is
very small suggests a large coupling coefficient in the ab-
sence of any dephasing effect for all internuclear separa-
tions. This leads to large cross sections for the process.
Moreover, because of the absence of the shift, the line
shape is expected to be symmetric. However, because of
detuning at small R, orbiting phenomena play a signifi-
cant role, thus making the calculation very hard at small
nuclear separation. In the above numerical example we
restricted 8 &4.5 A such that orbiting may not play an
important role. Additional contribution to the cross sec-
tion from R & 4.5 A are expected to arise in the neighbor-
hood of phase resonance, thus making the present calcula-
tion a lower limit for the cross section of the phase reso-
nance.

We now discuss the line shift encountered in the two-
collision case. In the one-atom dipole-dipole interaction,
the collisional coupling has a radial dependence of the
form 8 . It is known that such an interaction, when ac-
companied by the radial dependence of the dephasing of
the form 8, results in a response peaked at 6=0, that
is, when the atoms are at infinite internuclear separations.
The departure from R makes the position of the peak
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occur at 5&0. This property was previously noted in
charge-exchange processes where the interaction is of the
form R . Mol'covcl, It Is cxpcctcd that tllc posltloll of
the peak will be dependent on the magnitude of the de-
phasing, that is, on C6. Since, in the two-collision case,
the interaction is of the form R and the dephasing is
dependent on the intensity, we expect the line to shift as a
function of intensity.

In conclusion we state that the present effect occurs
only when both partners of the system are simultaneously
driven by the field [Fig. 1(b)]. The nature of the
phenomenon lies in the fact that the system in Fig. 1(b)
undergoes energy nonconserving sequences of radiative
and collisional interactions which result in the familiar ac
Stark shift and collisional shift and in a new mixed ac
Stark-collisional shift. Whereas the famihar collisional
shift is responsible for the dephasing of the coherence, the
new mixed shift can be used to ehminate this dephasing
effect for a wide range of internuclear distances (phase

resonance) lf tile intensity of the radiation Rnd othcI dc-
tunings are chosen appropriately.

When phase resonance is achieved, the transition fre-
quency of the system which is ordinarily dependent on the
internuclear distance relevant to the process becolnes con-
stant (parallel potential curves) and, consequently, the
two-atoln system may then interact coherently vnth the
electromagnetic field without interruption (see Fig. 12). It
ls foulld that sucll collcl'cllt llltcI'Rctloll will I'cslllt 111 tllc
cxcltatlon of tllc rclcvRIlt, tl'Rnsltlolls of tllc lndlvldual
atoms of the two-atom system at frequencies oEI and als if
the frequency of the excitation co is in near resonance with
half the frequency of the two-atom system (aEI+oEI)/2.
Our results also indicate that the coherent absorption by
the coherent t&o-atom system F11 doImnate the absorp-
tion by the incoherent one-atom system of Fig. 1(a).
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